
At Strider , we love riding bikes, and we love inspiring kids 
to ride. Our mission is to build lightweight, efficient, 
all-terrain bikes that develop two-wheeled balance, 

coordination, and confidence in children.
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Learn to Ride!  

Have an older rider?

No problem.

We have bikes for all ages and abilities. 
Visit our website for all the details. 

®STRIDER 12
For ages 18 months - 5 years  

www.StriderBikes.com

@striderbikes

Testimonials 

Over 1 Million Sold Worldwide! 

Most Highly Rated Balance Bike

As a rider myself I understand the concept of 
forward progression and balance. We started 
our 18 month old boy on a STRIDER and within 
a few tries he grasped the idea. 

I did my research and fell in love with the Strider. 
I have taken my son riding every day for the last 
3 weeks and he loves it! 
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What is a Balance Bike?

STRIDER® Balance Bikes 

STRIDER Balance Bikes are industry-leading training 
bikes that help children as young as 18 months learn 
to ride on two wheels by focusing on the fundamentals 
of balancing, leaning, and steering without the 
distraction and complications of pedals.

The STRIDER Bike’s simple no-pedal design:

• Builds unbelievable confidence 
• Eliminates fear — kids have their feet solidly on the 

ground
• Allows your child to progress at his/her own pace 
• Teaches your child to balance on two wheels right 

from the start
• Eliminates need for a tricycle or training wheels! 

Balancing on two wheels IS riding, whether pedaling 
or striding.  The more time spent on a STRIDER Bike, 
the easier and more successful the transition to a 
pedal bike will be.  So, don’t rush the transition to a 
pedal bike. Simply encourage the child to enjoy 
riding on whichever bike they feel most comfortable.  

Some key points to consider:

• Apply the four Learn-to-Ride steps, the same as 
with a STRIDER Bike.

• A STRIDER rider knows how to balance, so don’t 
use training wheels.

• A pedal bike is 2-3 times heavier than a 
STRIDER Bike, limiting where a rider can go and 
what they can do. 

• A pedal bike is more work than a STRIDER Bike 
initially, so switch to playing on a STRIDER Bike 
now and then.

• The best way to keep a child engaged is to keep 
riding fun and exciting!

Transition to a Pedal BikeLearn to Ride

1. Adjust the bike to fit the child. 
Proper fit is key! Set the saddle height so the 
child’s feet are flat on the ground and both 
knees have a slight bend when seated.
 
2. Be a cheerleader, not a coach. 
Encourage and praise your child. Riding should 
be a natural and intuitive experience. 

3. Let the child set the pace. 
Walking with the bike is the first step! As 
confidence builds, children will naturally 
progress to sitting and then gliding with their 
feet up. 

4. Support the child - not the bike.  
Don’t hold onto the bike to keep it from tipping. 
By feeling the bike tip sideways, children learn 
how to keep it upright.

#StrideOn

Finian, a STRIDER graduate, now on a pedal bike.


